Join Our Community Of Champions!

What We Do

• **Fund impactful Scientific Discovery**, by delivering on discovery, decision making with metrics and building human capital.

• **Lead the charge for Advocacy & Access** for people living with the disease along with their families through our 100,000+-strong advocacy network.

• **Provide Help & Support** toward wellness with personalized information to create unique, everyday victories.

• **Fight to conquer Juvenile Arthritis** by providing life-changing resources, community and care for an estimated 300,000 children battling this disease.

• **Create Community & Connections** through meaningful engagement, active social media and fundraising events.

We need your support to conquer arthritis, which attacks more than 50 million Americans, including 300,000 children. Become a Champion of Yes and help us find everyday victories for people living with the nation’s #1 cause of disability.

Champion of Yes